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MUMBAI
The COVID second wave struck and how. We at Project Mumbai have been relentless in relief work since March
2020, were ready on our feet. This time, our focus has been providing critical healthcare-including both
infrastructure and helping citizens on the ground.
Since early March till the end of May, 2021, we have helped over two dozen Municipal and Public hospitals in
Mumbai alone. K.E.M, Sion, Nair, St. George, NESCO Jumbo COVID Care Centre, BKC Jumbo centre, Holy Spirit
Hospital, St Elizabeth Hospital, Poddar, NSCI COVID Care centre and Seven Hills Hospital are just some of the
names worth mentioning.
Ventilators, Transport Ventilators, HFNC (High-Frequency Nasal Cannulas), BiPap machines and Oxygen
Concentrators have now reached these dedicated COVID hospitals benefiting citizens in large numbers, especially
during these difficult times.
Our support has also been extended to senior citizens out for their vaccine dose. Providing complimentary tea,
coffee, water and sanitisers to our seniors taking a break during the vaccine shot and wheelchairs for them to
help in their mobility within the centres.
Delighted to share that for Mumbai and Maharashtra, at one point gasping for Oxygen, Project Mumbai initiated
a massive FREE Oxygen Concentrator delivery facility for citizens across.
We have now delivered Oxygen Concentrators to close to 15 worst-COVID districts across Maharashtra to be
circulated to patients in rural hospitals--free of charge. We have been on our feet--- setting up a non-covid
dashboard, a mental health helpline exclusively for Adolescents, a tool kit on emotional wellbeing, providing
groceries to families of people who have lost jobs, meals for cancer covid patients, bearing medical expenses of
patients in a few situations and providing a large number of masks, sanitisers, PPE Kits, body bags among other
consumables to people across.
We shall continue to be on our feet---and shall keep you updated.

Our collective impact
We would like to express our gratitude to all those who have supported our initiatives- our
donors in cash, in-kind and the champion volunteers who have stepped up to share their time
for others.
Of course, a special thank you to Facebook India, J P Morgan Chase India, Avendus Capital
and Atos Syntel Prayas Foundation for your support. Needless to say, Govind Iyer, Egon
Zehnder for the invaluable role you have played.

We are grateful to our donors from all over the world--young and old-who have supported the various initiatives driven by Project Mumbaiboth financially & in kind.
Our crowdfunding link is also visible on our website:
www.projectmumbai.org
Join our army of champion volunteers-let us together change lives for
the better. Register yourself on THE PROJECT MUMBAI HUB
MumbaiKeLiyeKuchhBhiKarega!
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